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1 in 5 people
tested, are COVID +
According to The COVID Tracking Project, a data collection
and interpretation space created through The Atlantic
using numbers procured from Johns Hopkins, one in five
people tested for COVID-19 in New York are shown to
have/have had the virus. [1]
The antibody testing for novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV)
also reveals that the numbers are continuing to rise. As of
June 3rd, 2020 there have been 21,188 new cases. [2]

[1] https://covidtracking.com/
[2] https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data/cumulative-cases
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THE BRIEF
Design a solution to address the spread of COVID-19 in North America.
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TIMELINE

Analysis
This step was crucial as it
led to the discovery of a
solution and its creation.

Research

The solution

The first phase of this

Creating a soap dispenser

project began with

that minimizes contact and

researching the virus and its

encourages use.

reactive habits.
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TIMELINE

Surveys
Surveys evaluated the need
for this product that teaches
hygiene among the public.

Research 2.0

Pivot

Research indicated the

This was first intended for

many hands-free

residential use but survey

dispensers weren’t enough.

results show this product

We’ve been washing our

would be used in public

hands wrong.

settings.
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TIMELINE

User testing
Tests were conducted to
determine if the product is
user-friendly.

Lo-Fi Prototype

Final design

Sketches and a cardboard

A final design was then

model were created to work

created and digitally

out kinks in the design.

rendered using 3D software.
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Why now?
The significance of this project hits home, with me.
As a mother to a high-risk child, I cannot stress the
importance of taking every precaution to prevent the
spread of such an alarming illness.
It is my hope that with my knowledge and design skills, I am
able to contribute a measure to flatten the curve with this
product, or in the very least, create a conversation that
allows people to adjust their awareness to the issue at
hand—their hands.

Tanzil + kids
Designer, Mother, Human.
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A LITTLE
BIT OF
HISTORY
Handwashing wasn’t considered important until Ignaz
Semmelweis made a connection between cadavers and
the maternity ward at his hospital in 1848. Florence
Nightingale was another proponent of the practice during
the Crimean War..
However, it wasn’t until the 1980s that the US Center for
Disease Control and Prevention mandated the practice
after a string of foodborne outbreaks and healthcareassociated infections. [3]

[3] https://globalhandwashing.org/about-handwashing/history-of-handwashing/
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CURRENT
USER
EXPERIENCE

This is a typical public restroom, today. They are designed moderately well, as a whole. Would you be
afraid to use this restroom?
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LOOK
CLOSER
Did you notice something missing? The interior design of the facility itself created a welcoming
atmosphere, a step forward from the early days of public restrooms, but something is wrong with
this picture. You guessed it! Accessibility to soap.
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THE
DISGUSTING
DETAILS
In 2006, the Lysol Hygiene Council discovered that 2 out of 3
Americans DO NOT wash their hands. [4]
What’s more alarming, is that as of January 30th, 2020—
after COIVD already hit Washington—40% of Americans
admitted to not always using soap to wash their hands
after using the restroom. [5]
[4] https://www.webmd.com/a-to-z-guides/news/20060828/2-out-of-3-americansdont-wash-hands#1
[5] https://today.yougov.com/topics/politics/survey-results/daily/2020/01/20/2b55b/1
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THE EXCUSES
Non-working sinks. Dirty or crowded wash areas. Empty or broken soap dispensers. Hand sanitizing
is the same as handwashing with soap. [6]

[6] https://site.bradleycorp.com/download/2862/Bradley_Despite%20H1N1_web%20res.pdf
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NOT CLOSE ENOUGH TO HOME YET?

The following statistics are results from a survey of Whatcom County residents in May 2020.

1

2

3

46.9%

63.4%

87.6%

Don’t regularly
wash hands.

Don’t know how
long they scrub.

Witnessed poor
hygiene in public.

Only 53.1% of

Many of those who

Nearly 90% have

Whatcom County

do wash their hands,

witnessed someone

residents wash their

take random

leaving a public

hands after coming

guesses at how long

restroom without

home, every time.

they should wash.

handwashing.
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THE
CURRENT
MARKET
The market is flooded with different soap
dispensers. There are counter-mounted, wallmounted, manual, hands-free, foaming, or
liquid dispersing. It seems virtually endless.
The issue with these dispensers is that they
require too-frequent refilling, which often goes
unnoticed by management, and do not guide
users into proper hygiene.
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THE SOLUTION:
EDU . CLEAN
The EDU.CLEAN is a new kind of commercial soap dispenser.
It has a larger capacity to hold liquid soap, requiring less
refilling by janitorial management. The unit is hands-free,
so that germs are more easily contained. The unit is wall
mounted to avoid a cluttered appearance on the vanity
surface.
The most important feature of the EDU.CLEAN is the
education about proper hygiene built right into the device
itself. A timing mechanism is programmed into the
dispenser that guides users to wash their hands for an
entire 20 seconds.

LIGHTS
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When innovating anything in this day and age, it is important to be
inclusive. This soap dispenser features a timer system with lights for
any users who are deaf or hard of hearing, and unable to benefit
from the audio timer.

SPEAKER
The automatic soap dispenser is equipped with a
speaker to signal to users to wash for a full 20 seconds.
Here is a clip of the timer’s sound.
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OTHER
IMPORTANT
FEATURES
The visual and audible timers are not the only things that
make the EDU.CLEAN stand apart from its competitors.
The wall-mounted dispensing unit ensures the vanity
surface does not look cluttered, which has proven to deter
people from washing their hands in the past.
The large form is better able to accommodate higher
liquid soap volume. The glass front displays the amount of
volume in the unit, while the back-end that is mounted to
the wall is a reserve tank with an angled floor, to guide
soap into the front and into the dispensing channel.
Also, because the front is glass, it can be etched with the
logo of any company.
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MULTIPLE
APPLICATIONS

This dispenser has a contemporary appeal, but it’s practical. Therefore, it can work in a variety
of settings—high-end boutiques and spas…
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MULTIPLE
APPLICATIONS
or in school lavatories, locker rooms, movie theaters, and so much more.
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RISKS +
CHALLENGES
As with anything innovative, there are
always risks and challenges—otherwise
known as drawbacks.

INSTALLATION

COST

TROUBLESOME

$$$
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THE BOTTOM LINE
Yes, it requires special tools to attach the dispenser to a tile wall or through a mirror. Yes, it’s pricier
than other commercial soap dispensers. But how much do you value your loved one’s life?

THANK YOU
FOR WATCHING
Any questions?
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